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On Some Scopal Asymmetries of Coordination· 

1. Introduction 

The distinction between syntactic and semantic techniques in linguistic theory is by now 
sufficiently clear. What is often debated is the extent to which syntactic and semantic 
considerations should be used in analyzing a given phenomenon. An empirical domain 
where the division of labour bet ween syntax and semantics is especially problematic is 
the case of "non-overt" scope, or what I prefer to call the scopal semantics of various 
constructions . One way to approach the problem has been to study the asymmetries in 
the scopal behaviour of different expressions. For instance. Reinhart (1997) considers the 
free scopal properties of indefinite noun phrases as opposcd to the island-restricted scope 
of other NPs . This asymmetry is used to argue for a novel semantic account of the scope 
of indefinites. in addition to a traditional syntactic operation of Quantifler Raising that 
applies to noun phrases generally. 

This paper uses a similar line of reasoning for analyzing some scopal asymmetries 
with coordination. As in Winter (1995). I propose that scopal peculiarities in the 
interpretation of and follow from asemantic peculiarity: this coordinator has no lexical 
meaning and its standard boolean contribution to sentence meaning is carried out by a 
(universal) grammatical operation. As for di~junction. I adopt the propos al in Larson 
(1985) that wide scope interpretations of or result from a syntactic process that also 
controls the overt distribution of either ... or coordinations. I support Larson's proposal by 
considering some data that refute the hypothesis in Winter (1995) th at wide scope or 
phenomena are restricted to intensional contexts. The semantic mechanism for interpret
ing and coordinations is also uscd in a natural way for structures that are generated by 
a variation on Larson's syntactic procedure. Thus. while scopal asymmetries between 
conjunction and di sjunction are retlected in syntactic and lexical difTerences between the 
two constructions. the compositional semantics of both kinds of coordination is given a 
unitary treatment. 

* I Ihank Ihe participanls of Ihe conference on Inlerface Slralegies. and especially Edil Doron. 
Shalom Lappin. Alice Ier Meulen and Tanya Reinhart. for Iheir remarks. I am also graleful 10 an 
anonymous reviewer for many useful commenls on slyle and conlen!. 
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Section 2 briefly reviews some basic principles of the boolean semantics of coordina
tion, which is the point of departure for the semantic analysis in this paper. The 
treatment in Winter (1995) of wide scope Gild phenomena is summarized in Section 3. 
Section 4 deals with wide scope or and argues for a variation on the syntactic propos al 
in Larson (1985), which combines naturally with the proposed semantics of wide scope 
alld. By way of discussing two previous semantic proposals for treating the scope of 
coordination, Section 5 recapitulates some data and discusses a remaining problem. 

2. The semantic point of departure: boolean coordination 

Any treatment of scope phenomena needs to start from minimally controversial hypothe
ses concerning the interpretation process. Probably the most significant fact about the 
syntax-semantics of coordination is its cross-categorial nature: coordinators like alld and 
or apply to different syntactic categories of different semantic types . A few elementary 
examples are given in (I). 

(I) a. Mary sang andlor danced. 
b. Mary and/or Sue sang. 
c. Mary sang andlor Sue danced . 

The immediate se mant ic question th at this cross-categorial behaviour raises is how one 
denotation of the coordinator is ab Ie to combine with different category meanings. 

The traditional answer to this question provided by Transformational Grammar was to 
deny th at coordinators are semantically cross-categorial 1O begin with: at Deep Structure 
coordinations were viewed as only sentential, as in standard first order logics. To uphold 
this assumption, a syntactic rule of COlljullctioll Reductioll was postulated. This lransfor
mat ion relates surface forms of non-sentential coordinations as in (I a-b) to Deep 
Structures as in (2a-b) with sentential coordinations . 

(2) a. Mary sang andlor Mary danced. 
b. Mary sang andlor Sue sang. 

There are obvious methodological objections to this line of analysis. Any postulation of 
such complicated syntactic operations should have convincing motivation. Conjunction 
Reduction was motivated mainly by the metaphysical preference for first order logic as 
a representational level for natural language semantics. 

Empirically speaking, applications of Conjunclion Reduction as (roughly) illustrated 
in the transition !"rom (I a-b) to (2a-b) seemed tenable only because the basic semantic 
properties of quantit1calional expressions were not taken inlO account. For instance, 
sentences (3a) and (3b) are obviously not equivalent. However, (3b) is the only Deep 
Structure assumed for (3a) by standard views on Conjunction Reduction . Hence, the rule 
incorrectly predicts that the two sentences are semantically equivalent. 

(3) a. Exactly one girl sang and danced . 
b. Exactly one girl sang and exactly one girl danced. 
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There are many noun phrases that do not give rise to the equivalences expected under 
the Conjunction Reduction analysis . In (4) I summarize additional cases where the 
expected equivalence does not appear with and/or YP coordinations. Some cases where 
equivalenccs do appear are given in (5) . 

(4) a. NP sang and danced * NP sang and NP danced 
NP = some girl. no girl. not every girl. Mary or Sue. at least/most five girls . 
exactly five girls. most girls 

b. NP sang or danced * NP sang or NP danced 
NP = every girl. no girl. not every girl. Mary and Sue. at least/most five girls. 
exactly five girls . most girls 

(5) a. NP sang and danced Ç:::) NP sang and NP danced 
NP = every girl. Mary. Mary and Sue 

b. NP sang or danced Ç:::) NP sang or NP danced 
NP = some girl. Mary. Mary or Sue 

These patterns are not explained by traditional Conjunction Reduction. 
The modern semantic analysis of coordination. developed most thoroughly in Keenan 

and Faltz (1985). starts with the simple assumption th at the input to the semantic 
component involves the constitucnts as coordinated at surface structure. In particular. no 
syntactic rule like Conjunction Reduction is stipulated. Second, Keenan and Faltz put 
forth the hypothesis that the semantics of coordination is boo/ean: the coordinators and 
and or denote the meet and join operators of boolean algebras . Simplifying a bit. this 
means that and is interpreted as set intersection while or denotes set union . In the special 
case of coordination at the sentence level, the boolean operators boil down to the 
standanI propositional operators on truth values. This treatment gives a highly elegant 
cross-categorial account of coordination . For instance, the semantic analysis of predicate 
coordination as in (I a) is analogous to the analysis of NP coordination in (I b): in both 
cases the conjunction/disjunction denotes set intersection/union respectively. In (I a) the 
analysis of the predicates as sets is straightforward. In (I b), the standard Generalized 
Quantifier analysis of noun phrascs takes them to denote sets of sets. to which the 
boolean operators apply. In general, the combination of the boolean treatment of 
coordination with standard generalized quantilier theory directly predicts the patterns 
observed abovc in (4) and (5). I omit here a detailed illustration of this familiar analysis . 
Just to give a tlavor of its simplicity, consider the different behaviour of the determiner 
every with respect to YP conjunction and disjunction : sentence (6a) is equivalent to (6b), 
whereas (7a) is not equivalent to (7b). This is directly accounted for by the basic 
assumptions on coordination and gcneralized quantiliers, as illustrated below using 
standard set-theoretical notation. Thc boldface symbols stand for the set denotations of 
the respcctive noun or verb. 

(6) a. Every girl sang and danced. 
sing' n dance' E (A : girl' ç A } 
Ç:::) girl' ç sing' n dance' 
Ç:::) girl' ç sing' /\ girl' ç dance' 
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b. Every girl sang and every girl danced. 
sing' E {A : girl' ç A} /\ dance' E {A: girl' ç A} 
~ girl' ç sing' /\ girl' ç dance' 

(7) a. Every girl sang or danced. 
sing' u dance' E {A : girl' ç A} 
~ girl' ç sing' u dance' 
~ girl' ç sing' v girl' ç dance' 

b. Every girl sang or every girl danced. 
sing' E {A: girl' ç A} v dance' E {A: girl' ç A} 
~ girl' ç sing' v girl' ç dance' 

Note th at the contrast between the equivalence (6a) ~ (6b) and the non-equivalence 
(7a)~(7b) is accounted for using a simple set-theoretical property: when the intersection 
of two sets sing' and dance' contains a set girl', then both intersected sets contain girl' 
independently. By contrast, when the union of these two sets contains the set girl' we 
Cal1Jlot infer th at either set in isolation contains the set girl'. 

Similar distinctions easily account for the other (non)-equivalences in (4) and (5) 
above. What may seem at first glance to be a complex paUern of scopal asymmetry 
between and and or with respect to their interactions with various NPs is accounted for 
as a logically trivial distinction bet ween the boolean meanings of conjunction and 
disjunction. I consider this to be the best possible account of "scopai" asymmetries. 
However, the main argument of this paper is that this line of theorizing, although correct, 
is unfortunately still incomplete: other scopal asymmetries between conjunction and 
disjunction call for a more intricate division of labour between syntax and semantics in 
the analysis of coordination. 

3. Wide scope alld 

One kind of examples that is not amenable to a straightforward boolean account of 
coordination was pointed out by Bergmann (1982) (among others) . 

(8) Every man and woman arrived. 

Under the boolean analysis of (8) the two sets denoted by the nouns mail and woman are 
first intersected and their intersection is the argument of the determiner every. This leads 
to astrange interpretation of (8) c1aiming that every entity that is both a man and a 
woman arrived . However, the sentence has a completely reasonable interpretation, 
equivalent to the senteIlCe every man alld ever)' WOlrlGll arrived. 

This fact does not imply that a simple boolean analysis of sentences like (8) is wrong, 
but it does imply that the boolean analysis is insufficient. In fact, other sentences of the 
same form show that we are facing a case of ambiguity here . For instance, sentence (9) 
below can be true in case every linguist and every philosopher knows Gödel's Theorem. 
Howevcr, the sentencc can also be asserted in case some linguists or some philosophers 
do not know Gödel's Theorem, as long as all the people who are experts in bath 
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disciplines know it. This means that the "boolean reading" is still motivated for sentences 
like (9), while in (8) it is reasonably obviated by pragmatic factors; to wit. the reference 
to androgynes made in this reading, which is unlikely in the absence of an appropriate 
context.' Wc may refer to the compositionally derived reading of (9), formalized in (9a), 
as the narrolV scope (NS) reading of and relative to el'ery. Under the other reading, 
formalized in (9b), we say that the coordinator alld takes wide scope (WS) over the 
determiner every. 

(9) Every linguist and philosopher knows Gödel's Theorem. 
a. NS: (every'(linguist' (\ philosopher'»(know_gödel') 
b. WS: (every'(linguist') (\ every'(philosopher'»(know_gödel') 

As summarized in Winter (1995), there are additional constructions where alld shows 
wide scope behaviour that is not expected under a simple boolean theory. Some of these 
examples are repeated bel ow, with the paraphrase of the WS alld reading. 

(10) a. Mozart is easy to play for every pianist over 60 and below 20. 
WS: "Mozart is easy to play for every pianist over 60 and for every pianist 
below 20". 

b. Every too tall and too short person suffers from this symptom. 
WS: "Every too tall person and every too short person suffers from this 
symptom". 

( II ) John sold and bought a car. 
WS: "John sold a car and bought a car". 

(12) (A woman discovered Radium but) a man invented the electric light bulb and 
developed the theory of relativity. (after Hendriks 1993) 
WS : HA man invented the electric light bulb and a man developed the theory of 
relativity". 

(13) The bird is some small di stance above the house and below the c1oud. 2 

WS: 'The bird is some sm all distance above the house and some small distance 
below the c1oud". 

I Edit Doron (p.c.) suggests th at for "episodic" verbs like arril'ed or playetl hllskethal/ substituted 
in (9), the NS reading is completely unavailable. I do not know how robust these intuitions are 
across speakers, nor do I know of any possible explanation. A reviewer of this paper points out the 
following example: the physicist anti lIlI/ateur I'io/il/ist thllt you illl'itetl 1/(/.1' j//St arril'etl. This goes 
against Doron's intuition, because the subject of this sentence can be analyzed using NS 
coordination (taking about a physicist who is also an amateur violinist). However, I was not able 
to construct such examples with the determiner el'ery. Note that matters are highly complicated if 
Doron's intuition turns out to be correct and NS readings turn out to be unavailable for lil/ti 
coordinations in some cases. This is because, as I show below, ol/Iy NS readings are available for 
or in parallel constructions. 
:! See Zwarts and Winter (1997) for the semantics of such cases of PP modification. 
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Note that these examples require some reconsideration of the description of the facts 
assumed in Section 2. Now we see th at some sentences with coordination have readings 
that are expected by the Conjunction Reduction analysis and are unexpected by a 
straightforward version of the boolean analysis . However, these "wide scope" readings 
are c1early special. First, as will be argued later in this paper, some syntactic configura
tions allow WS interpretations for and coordinations but not for or coordinations. This 
is unexpected by the Conjunction Reduction analysis. Second, WS interpretations of 
coordination are additional to the NS interpretations derived by the boolean analysis. The 
NS readings are also available in the presence of WS readings, which is a fact that no 
straightforward Conjunction Reduction analysis expects. Thirdly, most cases of WS 
coordinalion involve some pragmalically special sÏluations that reduce the plausibility of 
lhe NS inlerprelalion. For inslanee, consider senlence (11) above. The NS reading of lhis 
senlence slales lhal lhere is a car lhal John bOlh sold and bought. Under this reading, the 
linear order of lhe verb conjuncls would suggesl lhal John sold one car and boughl again 
the same car. which is an unlikely siluation. In this case, where the NS reading is so 
unlikely 10 be lrue, lhe WS reading suddenly appears. By contrasI, Partee and Rooth 
(1983) correclly argue lhal senlence (14) below slrongly suggesls lh at John ate a fish thai 
he caught. The senlence does nol easily all ow a siluation in which John caught one fish 
and ale anolher one. as a WS and analysis would allow. 

(14) John caughl and ale a fish . 

Many such sentences. where lhe NS reading describes a plausible situation, of ten do not 
show any WS coordinalion effect. 

These poinls suggesl that while some addilional mechanism(s) on 10p of the boolean 
analysis are cerlainly needed in order 10 accounl for WS interpretations of coordination, 
lhese mechanisms are somewhal peripheral. In lhis paper I will concentrate on construc
tions where WS inlerprelalions of alld and or are clear due 10 contexlual or pragmalic 
factors and I will nol lry 10 explain why lhey are often missing or highly marked in 
similar construclions wilh differenl lexical content (cf. (11) vs. (14)). Reasonably, an 
explanalion of such facls could be thai WS inlerpretalions of coordination are somewhal 
"coSlly" and lhey lherefore appear in circumslances where there is c1ear pragmalic 
motivalion nol 10 use the NS interpretation. 

The WS readings paraphrased above cannol be generated by Ihe boolean denotalion of 
and without introducing further complications in lhe syntactic/semantic machinery. In 
Winier (1995) I inlroduced an addilional assumplion aboul the semantics of and that 
made il possible 10 generale lhe missing readings. According 10 thai proposal, the 
coordinalor alld does nol have a meaning of ilS own . Binary conjunclions wilh and only 
resuh in a concalenalion of lhe meanings of lhe conjuncls as an ordered pair of 
denolalions. In lhe more general case, two or more conjuncts form an n-tuple of 
denolations, or a "slruclured meaning". Thus, in a senlence like (9), the denolalions of 
lhe noun conjuncls are "amalgamated" as the pair <linguïst', philosopher'>. From this 
slage on, lhere are IwO possibililies. Firsl. since alld does not lexically convey set 
intersection, somelhing else has to provide this meaning. I proposed thai intersection is 
a universal semanlic operalion lh al can freely apply 10 any luple of meanings generated 
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by the grammar. This strategy immediately gives us the narrow scope reading of (9): 
intersection is basically an operation on tupies, as illustrated by the notation in (15) . 

(15) n <linguist', philosopher'> = Iinguist' n philosopher' 

The alternative strategy is to let the pair be the direct argument of the determiner every 
without first intersecting its members . Under this construal. we let the determiner every 
apply to the two conjuncts pointwise . This means that instead of applying to one 
argument at a time. eve~\' can apply to each argument separately. This procedure is 
formally detined in (16).1 The result of the operation is a tuple that consists of the two 
quantifiers every'(linguist') and every'(philosopher') . Application of intersection to this 
pair derives the wide scope reading of the conjunction. as demonstrated in (17). 

(16) Pointwise application: Let f: A ~ B be a function and <x.y> be a tuple S.l. x E A 
and y E A. We definc: 
j( <x, y» = <j(x),j(y» 

(17) every'«linguist', philosopher'» 
by pointwise application we derive: 
<every'(linguist'), every' (philosopher'» 
by freè application of intersection : 
every'(Iinguist') n every'(philosopher') 

This procedure distinguishes and from or: while and. due to its zero meaning, can give 
rise to WS readings as illustrated in (17). the same process cannot apply with or without 
further assumptions. Since or lexically conveys boolean join, its denotation standardly 
applies to the conjuncts . Hence, the disjunction itself cannot have any tuple denotation. 
As we shall see below, this distinction between and and or has welcome consequences 
for the analysis of the scopal asymmctries between the two coordinators. In Winter 
(1995) I propose th at the above assumptions are also useful in accounting for two other 
asymmetries bet ween conjunction and disjunction . One asymmetry concerns the 
interpretation of alternately adverbiais . As pointed out by Lasersohn (1992), sentences 
like (18) CaJlllot be interpreted correctly if and denotes the standard boolean function. 
The reason is that the intersection of the set of hot entities and the set of cold entities at 
a given point of time is reasonahly the empty set. This makes further temporal 
modification using alternately problematic. 

(18) John was alternately hot and cold . 

To analyze the sentence under the present assumption. we stipulate th at the denotation 
of alternately is a function that takes a tuplc as an argument. This analysis prevents any 
application of intersection in (18) because the intersected denotation is no longer a tuple, 
hence not a suitable argument for alternately. The temporal semantics of the sentence is 
easily accounted for using a proper definitioll of alternately as proposed in Winter 

3 In Winter (1995) a more general mode of operation is defined for tu pies to allow treatment of 
more complex cOllstructions with coordination. 
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(1995). This also explains why a/rert/are/y cannot appear with or coordinations as in 
(19): since or does not all ow tuple fonnation, the denotation of the disjunction simply 
does not have the right type for an argument of alternare/y. 

(19) *John was alternately hot or cold. 

Another dilTerence between conjunction and disjunction is the possibility th at exists in 
many languages to omit a conjunctive morpheme. For instance, the Pacoh sentence (20), 
from Payne (1985), does not have any clear parallel to the alld in the English translation. 
The Turkish sentence (21), also from Payne (1985), exemplifies a more common strategy 
of languages that do have a conjunctive morpheme but a1low it to be omitted without 
change of meaning. Similar phenomena with disjunctive coordinators do not seem to 
appear in any language. 

(20) do [VI' chö t6q cayaq chö t6q apay] 
she return to husband return to grandmother 
"She returns to (her) husband and returns to (her) grandmother" 

(21) [NP sen, hen, ve / 0 kardeçin) 
you, I alld /0 brother-your 
"you, land your brother" 

This zero strategy with conjunction is expected under the present view: since the 
conjunctive morpheme is devoid of any denotation of its own and intersection is 
perfonned hy the grammar, languages can also express logical conjunction in the absence 
of a coordinator morpheme . The same does not hold of the disjunctive morpheme, which 
must be present in order for a coordination to express boolean joill . 

4. Wide Scope or 

As mentioned above, the proposed semantic process makes no immediate predictions 
concerning a possible "non-overt" scope for disjunction. Such effects do exist, however. 
Since Rooth and Partee (1982), attention has been paid to cases where truth-conditions 
of disjunctions are not easily derived by the boolean treatment of or. Rooth and Partee's 
famous example is repeated below. 

(22) Mary is looking for a maid or a cook. 

The classical Montagovian analysis assigns (22) a de dicro reading, under which the 
sentence does not require th at either maids or cooks exist. The reading claims that Mary 
will be satisfied iJ" she finds any maid, and she will be satisfied as weil if she finds any 
cook.4 However, Rooth and Partee recognize another de dicto reading of (22), which is 

4 The absence of an existence requirement can be easily verilïed by replacing the nouns II/l1id or 
("(Jok in Rooth and Partee's original example by more plausible candidates for non-existence like 
Uf/iCOr!l or ilf/Xel. 
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problematic for the standard Montagovian analysis. Sentence (22) can be uttered 
truthfully in case Mary is in fact looking for a maid and she is not interested at all in 
flnding a cook, or, conversely, in case Mary's interest is not in flnding any maid but 
rather in flnding a cook. This interpretation of (22) is equivalent to the sentence Mary is 
lookillg for a Illaid or looking for a cook . Under this reading the sentence expresses 
uncertainty as to Mary's preferences . The uncertainty implication can be strengthened by 
expressing (22) with an addition like "but I don 't know whether it is a maid or a cook 
that Mary is looking for". We refer to this interpretation of (22) as its (de dicto) wide 
scope or reading. Note th at sentences like (22) have an independent de re interpretation , 
which does assert the existence of maids or cooks. Under this reading (22) claims that 
there is a particular maid or a particular cook for whom Mary is looking. This reading 
is irrelevant for our purposes. 

Larson (1985) observes that the availability of a WS or reading correlates with the 
position of either in either ... 01' constructions. When either appears adjacent to the or 
coordination as in (23) the sentence can have both de dicta readings as in sentence (22). 
By contrast, when eitlzer appears "displaced" from the or coordination as in (24a-c), we 
get only the wide scope or reading: according to Larson, these sentences must be 
interpreted as expressing uncertainty with respect to Mary's interest. 

(23) Mary is looking for eitlzer a maid or a cook. 

(24) a. 
b. 
c. 

Either Mary is looking for a maid or a cook . 
Mary eitlzer is looking for a maid or a cook. 
Mary is either looking for a maid or a cook. 

Larson further argues that the "covert" scope of or is conflned to those positions where 
either can appear overtly. For instance, the sentences in (25a-b), with a negation particIe 
in the scope of either, are considered ungrammatical or at best marginal. Corresponding
Iy, sentence (26) does not have any clear WS or reading beyond the negation as 
paraphrased in (27) . 

(25) a. ') ')Eitlzer Mary isn't looking for a maid or a cook. 
b. ??Mary either isn 't looking for a maid or a cook. 

(26) Mary isn't looking for (either) a maid or a cook. 

(27) "Mary isn't looking for a maid or isn't looking for a cook" (unavailable interpreta
tion). 

Larson's general statement of these facts is summarized below. 

(28) Larson's generalization: 
a. In or coordinations without eitlzer, as weil as in eitlzer ... 01' coordinations with 

either undisplaced: the scope of or is conflned to those positions where either 
can potentially appear. 

b. When eitlzer is displaced it specifies the scope of or to be at that displaced 
position . 
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Before moving on to a possible account of these facts, there are some empirical points 
that call for elaboralion . As mentioned in Winter (1995), the lilerature has concentrated 
on the behaviour of disjunction scope only in intensional contexts as in the above 
sentences. I proposed th at in fact, intensionality is necessary for WS or effects to appear. 
If this claim is correct. it goes against any account of WS or that does not appeal to the 
semantics of intensionality. However, I would like to show now that this argument was 
wrong: wide scope or can also appear in extensional contexts, but its distribution is 
restricted as anticipated by Larson 's generalization. Consider first sentence (29) below, 
the disjunctive variation of (9). Unlike the conjunction in (9), the disjunction in sentence 
(29) does not seem to have a wide scope interpretation as paraphrased in (30): sentence 
(29), like its narrow scope interpretation, and unlike (30), requires that all the linguists 
and all the philosophers know Gödel's Theorem.5 Incidentally, this is just the wide 
scope reading of and in sentence (9). 

(29) Every linguist or philosopher knows Gödel's Theorem. 

(30) Every linguist or every philosopher knows Gödel's Theorem. 

In order to account for the apparent absence of a WS interpretation for the coordination 
in sentence (29) (vis à vis (9» we might try the following line of explanation. Suppose 
that sentence (29) does in fact have a WS reading for or as paraphrased in (30) . 
However, this reading is "masked" by the NS reading of the coordination in the absence 
of any pragmatic factors th at would make it more accessible than the NS reading. I think 
this approach to the analysis of (29) is a priori plausible. However, I will now show it 
to be unfounded. The idea is to find a context where the NS reading of (29) is highly 
unsuitable while the (putative) WS reading is still acceptable . If the approach just 
described is on the right track, we expect sentences like (29) in such a context to exhibit 
a clear WS effect. The following example shows th at this expectation is not borne out. 

Con si der the following context: a doctor examined all the boys and all the giris in 
some class and she has lef! a list with a +/- sign against the name of each child. The 
sign indicates whether the child should be further examined or not. Unfortunately, we 
don 't know if the doctor intended + to mean "the child is perfectly heaIthy" or to mean 
"the child should be further examined". However, we do discover that all the boys got 
a + whereas all the girl s got a - . We therefore conclude that: 

(31) #Every boy or girl should be further examined . 

Sentence (31) is clearly unsuitable in the given context. Like sentence (32) it is falsified 
by our knowledge that either the boys or the giris are perfectly healthy. By contrast, 
under the same context sentence (33) is completely suitable. 

(32) #Every boy and every girl should be further examined. 

(33) Every boy or every girl should be further examined. 

5 A similar fact was observed in Bergmann (1982). 
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Sentence (32) unambiguously paraphrases the narrow scope reading of (31) . Sentence 
(33) expresses the putative WS ur reading of (31) that is under examination here. 11' a 
WS or reading was grammatically available for sentence (31). we should have expected 
(31) to be suitablc just like sentence (33). That this is not the case supports our claim 
th at sentence (31) is in fact unambiguous: its unacceptability in the given context is 
expected by the assumption that it only has the NS or reading equivalent to (32). which 
is equally unacceptable in this context. 

Once we conclude that coordinations as in (31) are not scopally ambiguous, we have 
to explain the contrast bet ween such cases and the scopal ambiguity of or in sentences 
like (22) above (= Mary is luokillg Jor a Illaid or a cook). In Winter (1995) I argued that 
thi s contrast indicates that WS effects with or are intimately related to the intensionality 
of expressions like look Jor. However. the unavailability of WS or in (31) is also 
completely in line with Larson 's syntactic observation: it is compatible with the 
ungrammaticality of (34), where either marks a disjunction scope over the determiner. 

(34) *Either every boy or girl should be further examined. 

Thus, the question about the origins of WS or in (22) is still undecided: it may result 
either from intensionality mechanisms or from Larson 's syntactic assumptions . I would 
Iike to show now th at Larson's syntactic account is more likely to be the origin of WS 
or than an intensionality based account. Consider the following sentence. 

(35) Every man over 30 or over 40 sufTers from this symptom. 
a. "every man x s.t. x is over 30 or x is over 40 suffers from this symptom" 

= every' (man' n (over _30' u over _ 40') )(suffer') 
<=> (every'(man' n over _30'»(suffer') 

b. "every man over 30 or every man over 40 suffers from this symptom" 
= «every'(man' n over_30'»u (every'(man' n over_40')))(suffer') 
<=> (every'(man' n over _ 40'»(suffer') 

The narrow scope or reading of (35) as formalized in (35a) is equivalent to the claim 
that every man over 30 suffers from the symptom. This occurs because the set of men 
over 40 is a subset of the set of men over 30, hence their union is the set of men over 
30. This NS reading in (35a) is of course stronger than what (35) actually asserts. By 
contrast, if we assume that sentence (35) has the wide scope or reading in (35b), we 
analyze the sentence as equivalent to the claim that every man over 40 suffers from the 
symptom . I would like to argue th at this is the prominent reading of (35). Of course, 
nSb) is a bit weaker that what (35) implies in actual discourse: the sentence implicates 
that there is a possibility that also men between 30 and 40 suffer from the symptom. 
This implication, however, is reasonably a Gricean conversational implicature th at comes 
from the use of the disjunct over 30: a speaker that does not want the utterance of (35) 
to imply the possibility that men between 30 and 40 also suffer from the symptom had 
better be more concise and just use the single conjunct over 40 instead the coordination 
in (35). To sum up, in the case of (35) it is c1ear that the sentence cannot assert the NS 
or reading in normal situations. The WS or reading is here a natural candidate for its 
interpretation. This is an example that goes against my claim in Winter (1995) th at WS 
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or phenomena depend on inlensionalily : no expression in (35) can be argued to be "more 
intensional" than the cases of WS and considered in Section 3. 

Moreover, (35) gives further support to Larson 's generalization : consider sentence 
(36), which does (marginally) all ow introduction of either at a position that corresponds 
to the WS interpretation of or. 

(36)t'nEither every man over 30 or over 40 suffers from this symptom. 

The contrast in grammaticality between (34) and (36) vis à vis the contrast in the WS or 
interpretation between (31) and (35) is expected under Larson 's generalization. 

An additional piece of evidence for Larson's generalization is the contrast between the 
availability of WS or in (35) and its unavailability in the following sentence. 

(37) 'JEvery woman or mother suffers from this symptom. 

Although in both (35) and (37) a set and its superset are coordinated by or, which makes 
the NS reading pragmatically odd, it is only in (35) that a WS or reading appears. 
Sentence (37), by contrast, does not assert that every mother suffers from this symptom, 
although this is the truth-conditional content of the WS or reading: every woman or every 
mother suffers lrom this symptom. Rather, the sentence conveys only the NS or reading, 
which claims that every wo man suffers from this symptom. Thus, the oddness of (37) 
reasonably appears due to the redundancy of the mother conjunct. If a WS or reading 
existed in this sentence we should have expected it lo be as salient as in (35). The 
absence of this WS or inlerpretation further supports Larson's observalion because either 
could not be prefixed lo sentence (37). 

Af ter we have also supported Larson 's generalization with respect to extensional 
contexls, we may move on to its account. Larson proposes lh al in disjunclions without 
any overt either particle there is a null elemenl he labels 0, which functions like an overt 
either. In Larson 's account, bath eithel' and 0 can optionally move al LF to any of the 
posilions where either is realized al surface slructure. This LF position of either/O 
determines lhe scope of the disjunction . The case of displaced either as in (24) is special 
in th al no further movement of either at LF is possible since it has moved already at 
surface structure./i 

Larson proposes to interpret the structures generated by his assumplions using the 
semanlic mechanism of Rooth and Partee (1982) (see Seclion 5). I would like to pro pose 
a modificalion of Larson 's assumptions that will all ow us to simplify lhe semantic 

Ó Larson justilïes this last assumption by the following familiar similar observation on wh 
elements. A coherent answer to the question in (i) is: Mary kIlow.\' that JoIlIl hought a house. By 
contrast, thi s is not a possible answer to (ii). In LF terminology this is described by saying that the 
\I 'hut NP in (ii) cannot move further at LF since it is already displaced at surface structure. By 
contrast, in (ij I1'hut is in situ and consequently it can move at LF to give rise to a question asking 
about pairs of people and the things they know that John bought. 

(i) Who knows that John bought what? 
(ii) Who knows what John bought? 
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mechanism for WS or and to unify it with the account of WS alld from Section 3. Tanya 
Reinhart (p.c.) suggests that instead of assuming a null 0 item in disjunctions. we may 
assume movement of or itself. First, assume th at any overt position of ei/her is a position 
to which or can optionally move at LF. after adjunction to the coordination node. When 
ei/her is present. movemcnt of or to thc position of ei/her is obligatory. When ei/her is 
undisplaced, furthcr movcment of ei/her ... 01' from this position is optional as in plain or 
coordinations. Whcn ei/her is displaccd. no furthcr movcment of ei/her ... 01' is allowed. 
These three cases of plain or, undisplaced ei/her and displaced ei/her are summarized in 
figures I. 2 and 3 respectivcly . 

. ~ 
x 

~ 
... or ... 

Figure I. Plain or. 

X 

~ 
either X 

6 
... or .. . 

(optionally) 
- - - ... 

Figure 2. I'i/hl'r undisplaced. 

either 

X 

... or . 

Figure 3. ei/her displaced. 
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These assumptions reflect Larson 's generalization in a way similar to Larson's own 
proposal. Semantically, the structures generated by these revised assumptions can be 
easily interpreted using the mechanism of Section 3: note that after or movement the 
remaining material in the coordination can be interpreted like any and coordination -
since there is no function that coordinates the denotations of the conjuncts, the only 
available option is tuple formation. Unlike the case of conjunction, with disjunction a 
coordinator denotation is present but at a higher compositional level than the coordina
tion itself. Pointwise application is the mechanism responsible for carrying the semantic 
computation with tupI es to this level, where the resulting tuple is "discharged" by the or 
coordinator. This semantic analysis is illustrated in Figure 4 by way of analyzing the WS 
or reading of sentence (22). 

(look...for ' ( a_rnaid ')ulook...for ' (a_cook ' ))(rn ' ) 

A 
Hl look...for'(a _maid ' )u look...for'(a_cook') 

\Iary A 
uri 

look ~ rOl' 

U (look _fol"(a_rnaid ' ),look...for ' (a_cook ' )) 

A 
a Illaid ei a cook 

Figur.: 4. S<:mantic interpretation of raised or. 

The syntactic analysis of this reading of (22) involves movement of or over the predicate 
lookillg fol' . The coordination a maid or a cook is therefore left at LF with no coordinat
ing semantic material. This is analogous to the situation with and conjunction and hence 
the pair <a_maid', a_cook'> is formed, to which the verb can apply pointwise. The 
resulting pair is: 

<Iook_for' (a_maid'), look_' (a_ cook'» 

This is the input to the joill denotation of or, which results in the correct WS interpretation. 
Reeapitulating the proposal, we adopt one crucial distinction bet ween conjunction and 

disjunction that is used in accounting for the scopal asymmetries between them: 

The universalof coordination: alld has no denotational content; or means standard 
boolean joill. 

From this principle it follows th at WS or effects should be regulated syntactically, 
which in the modifkation of Larson's proposal is done by movement of the coordinator 
material. By contrast, alld ean show WS effects in contexts where Larson's principles 
allow no coordinator displacement. Most notably, bath ... alld constructions, unlike 
either ... 01' coordinations, are ruled out in situations where alld can c1early take wide 
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scope. For instance, sentence (8) has a reading where and "takes scope" over the 
determiner, whereas a bath .. . (/nd construction as in (38) is totally out. 

(38) *Both every man and woman arrived. 

More generally, Larson observes th at the syntactic distribution of bath .. . and is more 
restricted that the distribution of either ... or, despite the apparent similarity between the 
two constructions . One of Larson's examples is the contrast between (39) and (40). 

(39) *Both Mary is going to school and holding down a job. 

(40) Either Mary is going to school or holding down a job. 

These points show th at an account of WS and as stemming only from syntactic facts is 
problematic. Rather, we need asemantic mechanism that can account for these effects 
without any movement of the conjunction . The pointwise application mechanism 
proposed in (16) is such a mechanism . 

5, On two previous proposals 

In this section I briefly discuss two previous approaches to the scope of coordination : the 
type lifting approach and the DRT-based approach of Rooth and Partee to the problem 
of wide scope or. I show th at the type lifting approach does not account for the scopal 
asymmetries between conjunction and disjunction . Rooth and Partee's proposalmight be 
necessary for certain complex examples with disjunction that are not accounted for 
within the present framework . However, their approach does not describe wide scope 
interpretations of and and the precise restrictions that govern its application with or 
remain unknown . 

5.1 Type lifting 

A type lifting method to derive WS readings of coordinations was considered by Partee 
and Rooth (1983), who attributed it to an unpublished manuscript by Robin Cooper. The 
idea was further explored in Hendriks (1993) . According to the type lifting rule of the 
Lambek Calculus (Lambek 1958), any denotation x can be lifted to a function y whose 
argument is any function that takes x as argument. For instance, since a common noun 
can be an argument of a determiner, we can lift any common noun to a function that 
takes determiners as arguments. In the case of the noun phrase every man and woman in 
(8) this allows us to lift the denotation of the common noun man into the function that 
assigns to any determiner D the quantifier D(man'). This is the function ÀD.D(man') . 
Similarly, the denotation of the common noun woman can be lifted to the function 
ÀD.D(woman'). These two functions can be coordinated as illustrated in (41) below. 
Application of the resulting function to the determiner every leads to the desired WS and 
reading of the noun phrase. 
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(41) man,=>lilt i\D.D(man') 
woman,=>IiIti\D.D(woman') 
[man and womanJ = i\D.D(man') n i\D.D(woman') 
= i\D.D(man') n D(woman') 
[every man and womanJ = every'(man') n every'(woman') 

This technique. although successful in this particular case, has some general drawbacks 
when considering the data we have discussed: 

I . The asymmetries between alld and or with respect to alterna/el)' adverbiais, as 
weil as the cross-linguistic asymmetries between them, are not accounted for. 

2. The scopal asymmetries between conjunction and disjunction are not expected 
either: the lifting procedure is independent of the identity of the coordinator, hence 
it predicts WS alld and WS or to be equally available. 

3. Larson 's generalization on the correlations between WS or and the possible 
positions for either is not explained. 

These points make dear th at a system of type lifting, despite its elegance, does not make the 
necessary distinctions about the scope of coordination. ft is hard to see how such a general 
mechanism can be restricted in order to capture the facts treated in the present paper. 

5.2 Rooth alld Partee ~. approach 10 wide scope or 

Rooth and Partee (1982) propose asemantics for WS or that is based on the ORT 
treatment of indefinites . Rooth and Partee (R&P) propose to analyze or coordinations 
using an introduction of a free variabie that can be bound arbitrarily far away using the 
familiar ORT technique of unselective binding. To give a rough idea of this technique 
consider R&P's representation of the WS or reading of (22): 

(42) 3P[look3or"(m',P)/\ [P="a_maid' v P="a_cook'll 

As R&P ment ion, a mechanism generating this representation would require highly 
complex syntactic procedures on surface structures that they do not spell out completely. 
However, I do believe that there is a correct insight in R&P's observation on the 
similarity between disjunction and indefinites (in certain circumstances, at least). There 
might be an independent semantic/pragmatic factor affecting the scope of disjunction, 
which is additional to Larson 's syntactic/semantic generalization. To see the point, 
consider tirst R&P's example (43) below. This senten ce has arguably two readings . 
Under reading (43a) the constituent 5ue is (missing a verb) in the consequent of the 
conditional is interpreted as 5l1e is swimmillg or dancing . This reading does not require 
that Mary and Sue are doing the same thing in cases where Mary is swimming or 
dancing: it might happen that Mary is swimming and Sue is dancing or vice versa. 
However, R&P claim that (43) has a reading Iike (43b), which requires that if Mary is 
swimming or dancing then Sue is doing whatever Mary is doing. R&P compare this 
reading to the notorious "donkey-pronoun" reading of sentences like (44). 
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(43) If Mary is swimming or dancing, then Sue is . 
a. If Mary is swimming or dancing then Sue is swimming or dancing. 
b. 11' Mary is swimming then Sue is swimming and if Mary is dancing then Sue 

is dancing. 

(44) 11' Pedro owns a donkey, he beats it. 

In the case of (43) it is quite hard to know if P&R 's ambiguity judgement is correct 
since the putative reading (43b) entails reading (43a) . In such circumstances, it is not 
easy to decide if the reading in question needs to be semantically represented or if it is 
masked by the more general reading (43a). 

I think a more robust test for the similarity bet ween the scopal properties of disjunct
ion and those of indefinites comes from island-insensitivity facts. Consider the following 
sentence . 

(45) 11' Bill praises Mary or Sue then John will be happy. 
a. NS : Ir Bill praises Mary then John will be happy and if Bill praises Sue then 

John will be happy. 
b. WS: 11' Bill praises Mary then John will be happy or if Bill praises Sue then 

John will be happy. 

Sentence (45) is quite cIearly ambiguous . One reading, paraphrased in (45a), does not 
take John to have any particular preferences as for the girl that Bill will choose to praise. 
This is the "narrow scope" reading of the disjunction with respect to the conditiona\. 
However, suppose John likes one of the two girls and does not particularly like the other 
one . Suppose that John wants Bill to praise the girl he likes but he does not care what 
Bill has to say about the other gir\. In this situation, the NS reading (45a) is false, but 
(45) clearly has a true interpretation, as paraphrased in (45b). This reading can be 
strengthened by adding to (45) a statement like, but I dOl/ 't kl/OH' IV/zic/z ulle uf t/ze twu 
gir/s Johl/ wallfs Bill tv praise . 

This fact shows an exception to Larson 's generalization: as Larson argues, either is 
expectedly ungrammatical when there is an island separating it from the disjunction. This 
is illustrated in (46). Nevertheless, as we have just established, a WS or beyond the 
conditional is possible in (45). 

(46) *Either if Bill praises Mary or Sue then John will be happy. 

This goes against a particular semantic propos al that Larson makes. Larson suggests th at 
the semantic function of eit/zer and the null operator 0 is to invoke existential quantif
ication over the variabie introduced by the corresponding disjunction . However, if th is 
is the case, there is no cIue as for the origin of the WS UI' interpretation of (45). IC, on 
the other hand, we adopt R&P's view that disjunctions behave like indefinites, then Iike 
indefinites, there should be no syntactic trigger for the existential scope of disjunctions. 
The analogy is cIear by comparing (45) with (47), where a simple indefinite NP replaces 
the disjunction. 

(47) 11' Bill praises some girl I know then John will be happy. 
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The sentence has a WS reading for the indefinite over the conditional, which can be 
paraphrased by: "there is some girl I know x such that if Bill praises x then John will be 
happy". Whatever mechanism is responsible for this WS interpretation of the indefinite 
in (47) (e.g. Reinhart's (1997) choice function mechanism) may be c1aimed to be 
responsible also for the WS reading of the disjunction in (45) using R&P's variabIe 
analysis. Of course, the drawback of this line is that it does not account at all for 
Larson 's generalization: it expects WS or, like WS readings of indefinites, to be 
insensitive to syntactic restrictions. This, as Larson observed, is not the case. 

We are facing here a puzzling array of facts : why does Larson's generalization on the 
scope of or hold in exampIes like (25)-(26) but not in (45)-(46)? While I do not have a 
complete answer to this question, it is plausible that the reason for such contrasts is 
ditTerences in the availability of the mechanism that generates wide scope of indefinites. 
Thus, while the WS of the disjunction Mary or Sue in (45) can be treated using the 
choice function mechanism (or another mechanism for wide scope indefinites), this 
should no longer be the case in (26): the wide scope analysis of the noun phrase a maid 
or a cook using choice functions should generate only the WS de re reading of the 
illdefinites, but not the WS reading of the disjunction with de dicta interpretations for the 
indefinitcs , which is the missing reading in (26). While I believe that the choice function 
mechanism of Reinhart (1997) and Winter (1997) can be used to generate these 
predictions , I must defer further analysis of this point to further research. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper addressed some problems in the analysis of the scope of coordination. We 
have seen cases where the boolean analysis alone cannot account for the semantics of 
coordination without additional assumptions. The main argument I tried to support is that 
wide scope effects with alld coordinations motivate a modification of their c1assical 
semantic analysis in boolean frameworks, while wide scope effects with or result from 
a syntactic mechanism following Larson 's account. Wide scope and, as weil as 
phenomena of null coordinations and modification by alternately, were treated by a 
semantic hypothesis that assigns and a zero meaning and uses the booIean meet operation 
as a universal covert process in natural language. Unlike the meaning of conjunctive 
coordinators, the meaning of disjunctive coordinators Iike or remains the c1assical join 
operator. The output of a syntactic mechanism à la Larson is interpreted using the same 
general pointwise application procedure that treats conjunctive coordinations. Thus, 
scopal asymmetries bet ween conjunction and disjunction result from syntactic and lexical 
semantic ditTerences between the two constructions, but the compositional interpretation 
of coordination is achieved by a uniform semantic mechanism. 
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